
From: Norm Hill - Strategic Relationships Manager
To: Kate Madsen
Subject: FW: Managed Fill site at Gleeson Cox
Date: Saturday, 6 June 2020 5:20:31 PM
Attachments: Quarry propsal summary.odt

Gleeson and Cox info.pdf

Kate, can we talk about this ?
 

From: Hori Awa <hori.awa@whanui.org.nz> 
Sent: Saturday, 6 June 2020 4:46 PM
To: Norm Hill - Strategic Relationships Manager <norm@welenergytrust.co.nz>
Subject: FW: Managed Fill site at Gleeson Cox
 
Norm
Please follow this up, I just had neighbours from out there call in to see me.
It looks like they are continuing with their proposed development and propose to discharge into
Puketirini, this cant happen.
 
We have major issues with WRC and WDC allowing these projects to continue.
Nga Muka and TROW are also wanting to take WDC to Court over Te Kauwhata Dischagre.
Call if you need too.
Hori
 

From: Hori Awa 
Sent: Thursday, 2 April 2020 11:01 PM
To: Norm Hill <hillynorm@gmail.com>
Subject: FW: Managed Fill site at Gleeson Cox
 
FYI and Action
 

From: Kim Bredenbeck <kim@waikatodistrict.co.nz> 
Sent: Friday, 6 March 2020 11:09 AM
To: awa@hori.co.nz
Cc: sandra@sjsrealty.co.nz
Subject: FW: Managed Fill site at Gleeson Cox
 
 
 
Ki Ora Hori
I have attached some information relating to a dump proposal the Gleeson and Cox are
proposing at the old Stevenson’s Quarry. 
 
The Huntly Residents and Ratepayers Association members and also many residents are
concerned about this.
 
It apparently complies with the rules this council have laid down so is effectively a non-notified
activity. 
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Hopefully an easy to digest summary of clean/managed fill proposal. 

David Whyte January 2020 



The document presented to land owners is not easy to read or digest. Nor it is well laid out / easy to follow. Have chased the original reports the summaries were created from, where the condensed report, discussed tables that were not present. Also have found at least on major error in a consultants report where the wrong data was presented (two data sets identical where both should be very different). 



The document in the PDF is the introduction / summary of the proposal by Gleeson and Cox. Then there is a report by the consultant(s) on various topics. The summary below is the key points from the outline, and after this, is a summary of each of the technical topics. Of course I have tried to be accurate, if you see any errors, please let me know. 



The dump sites are not in the quarry area, but on gully systems on the land. There is a poor quality map on the 3rd page (not numbered) shows the three gullies. Only one gully system would be in operation at a time. Maximum of 2 Ha exposed at at time. 



The dump will take Clean fill: rock, soil, gravel, concrete, broken glass, and/or clay or ceramic products. And Managed fill, managed fill is material that is contaminated to a low level. This includes:

		Construction and demolition fill 



		Fill that has <5% organic matter (organic matter rots, and can produce, methane, leachate, and subsidence, hence it it is limited to levels that shouldn’t cause these issues) 



		Asbestos. Asbestos get disposed off in double plastic wrap. Most asbestos products are fibre-cement where the asbestos is held in place by concrete. So unless you have acidic ground water / acidic water flows, the asbestos will not become ‘free’ and move about. Also most home build before the early 90’s has asbestos in under the eaves (soffits) and asbestos is safe unless you are physically working with it. The best analogy for asbestos is smoking. Every time you make dust with asbestos it is like you are having a smoke. So one or two smokes is unlikely to kill you. Being paid to smoke 8 hours a day, highly likely to kill you. So hence people who work with asbestos have full body protection



		Peat 



		Acid Sulphate Soils. These are soils typically found in estuaries. They can have a rotten smell associated with them, as the sulphates upon exposure to oxygen make rotten egg smell. If they stay exposed to oxygen, they can cause leaching of nasties. However these nasties will likely be small compared to the leaching that the acidic soils do around the Waikato. Ie the rust colored water from <area> in Taupri where joins the Waikato river is due to the acidic nature of the water flow. 



		Marine sediments. I suspect similar things to the acid sulphate soils, but not as bad. 







Given it is clean and managed fill, there isn’t a requirement to have a lining. And the managed fill is at low enough contamination that once the dumps are fill, they can be treated as ‘normal’ soils. 



Increased traffic. See table top 5th page in (no page number). This is up to 12 truck deliveries / day (24 truck movements) and maximum hours (summer) from 5am – 8pm at night, which on paper is the same hours as the quarry works. However this stated increase is not the full story. This is only the increased number of external contractors who will be delivering material. There is approx 60 truck trips a day of Glesson and Cox trucks returning empty to the quarry. It is estimated that 48 of these would then be returning full of waste, instead of empty. This would impact vibration and noise.  





Specific reports 

		Fill assessment and design. Nothing to comment



		Geotech. Overburden from mining is already in one gully, another has been modified by dams. Question I have is encase of slip failure (landslide) where would the material slide to. I can’t determine this from the maps or google maps



		Archaeology. Nothing known to be present



		Ecological. The wetland being removed, will be reinstated elsewhere or same location once locations have come to end of life. Doesn’t appear to be high value ecology. Studies for reptiles, fish, birds and bats is recommended with appropriate action taken if any found. 



		Landscape and visual impacts. Will be hard to see the operation unless viewed from Hillside Heights Road. Once complete will blend into the landscape. 



		Noise. The map showing noise at boundary / at home locations from heavy machinery was not included like the report stated. The noise levels were 37dB and 34 dB, apparently this is below the existing measured background noise, The mid 30’s dB is equivalent to quite whisper / computer running. But this is at house sites, not boundary sites. 



Obtained the original reports. The models put >55dB at the road entrance (traffic noise). Also at the boundary the noise is 45-50dB. This is very close to the proposed district plan of limited noise at rural boundary to be limited to <50dB, 7am-7pm and <45dB 7pm-10pm and  <40dB from 10pm – 7am. Clearly the longer operating hours means these conditions will not be meet. This was ignored in the report summary. 



Also found a suspected error in the noise measurements of background noise. These measurements were taken at River road and at Hillside heights road over a week. These measurements have produced identical results which seems highly unusual given they are over 1.5km apart and very different traffic situations. Have asked for clarification. 



This is all based upon models, and I would be concerned that this model doesn’t take into account the distance that low frequency’s travel. That is the low base rumble of heavy machinery



It is stated that an additional 12 truck movements a day is insignificant. However I do wonder what residents of this road with think, and how many truck movements are already occurring and at what times these truck movements are occurring (ie what time does the quarry open and what time does it shut)





		Traffic impact. It is assumed that only 20% of the deliveries will be made by external contractors, thus is an additional 12 return trips on the road network. However if for what-ever reason this assumption is not correct, an additional 60 return trips (120 truck movements) could be made. What safe guards are in place to limit only ~12 additional trips. 



It is stated that the current wheel waste is adequate and wouldn’t need to be upgraded. However given the vast volume of dust that gets deposited onto the road, for km’s in both directions over summer, I really struggle to see how the current system is adequate, let alone for any more trucks. (one summer it took 7km southbound before the dust left on the road by the trucks became difficult to see on the road). 





		Erosion and sediment control. One of the fill sites (#2) drains to lake Waahi and Puketrini. The other two sites (#2 and #4 don’t ask where site #1 is, doesn’t appear to exist) drain towards the Waikato River. I am not a sediment control guy, so can’t really comment on the proposed control. 





		Air quality. They have defined air quality as dust, and no mention of smell. They state that dust is unlikely to be an issue. However no mention of monitoring for asbestos fibres, nor of smells associated with marine or acidic sediments.  





		Waste acceptance. The contamination levels are set from standards that mean that the site / soil will be classified as uncontaminated in the future. However there is no mention on how the waste will be tested or inspected. It would appear that the assumption is ‘the solution to pollution is dilution’, ie that a truck load of construction waste with many lead roofing nails, would be balanced out by the truck loads of other material. Since it is a rolling mean of the last months activities is how the contamination limit is set. 



		Asbestos. The site should be managed such that anyone working on site without responsary gear is not exposed to fibres. So one would assume that other workers on site are not going to be wearing respirators, that exposure off site to asbestos would not occur. It is indicated that air monitoring and regular reporting is required. However there is no detail on this.

 





Issues. I think the issues / concerns can be grouped into two areas, environmental and traffic related.

The environmental concerns are:  

		Leachate from marine sediments and acid sulphate soils. 



		Smell (both of site and of transport to site). No mention of smell anywhere in the reports. 



		Heavy metal contamination ie marine sediments often come from around wharves with heavy metal contamination. How know that the sediments are clean? How will show that material going in, meets heavy metal requirements. 



		Much higher limits on heavy metals and other waste sites. I have compiled the limits on contaminated material from 5 managed fill sites in Waikato / Auckland that were easily available online. Then compared their limits, to the proposed limits in Huntly. What concerns me is some of these limits (in my mind the more nasty ones) are much higher than the other managed fill sites elsewhere. Which indicates to me, that more nasty material will come our way. 







		Compound

		Factor increase



		Lead

		4



		Mercury

		2



		Zinc

		1.7



		Medium Carbon Chain (C10-C19)

		4.7



		Long Carbon Chains (C20-C36)

		3.6-20









The traffic related concerns are: 

		Heavy traffic through Huntly – an increase of trucks laden with material 



		Time of heavy traffic – seems a very large window of disturbance



		Noise, especially with long opening hours. 



		Stuff on road. Issues already with dust from quarry being transported long distances along road. A truck wash is proposed, which may help. Also spillage of material at River Rd round about 



		The noise / vibration of the trucks being fill vs empty. Already vibration complaints and requests to reduce speed limit for trucks on this road. 








































































































Our concerns are the long-term damage to our water and flora and fauna plus the council have
no care of duty around monitoring activities like this and the damage could be catastrophic for
the next generation.
 
Any input / feedback would be greatly appreciated, we would be pleased to have a meeting with
you to share what we have in terms of information etc.
 
Regards
 
Kim
 
I also had David Whyte look at it his comments are below.
 
From: David Whyte <davidwhyte.5th@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, 21 January 2020 1:07 PM
To: Red Wootton <redwford71@gmail.com>; Eden Wawatai <eden.wawatai@waidc.govt.nz>;
kim Bredenbeck <kim@waikatodistrict.co.nz>; Greg <greg@mccutchan.co.nz>; Rewi Cork
<motulips@hotmail.com>
Cc: Shelley Lynch <shelley.lynch@waidc.govt.nz>; frank.mcinally@waidc.govt.nz
Subject: Managed Fill site at Gleeson Cox
 
Hi team
 
As some of you are aware, Gleeson and Cox have applied to have a clean and managed fill site at
the Huntly quarry on Riverview rd. Thanks to Kim, who gave me what a neighbour had
received have been able to digest the proposal. 
 
Got WDC to scan in the proposal, and have also written my summary of it, these are attached. 
 
Hopefully the summary is short and easy to understand. The proposal was not short, and not
easy to follow. Personally I am ambivalent (no strong feelings either way) on a clean / managed
fill on the quarry site (not actually in the quarry). However I do have specific concerns, outlined
in my report, and concerned that for some of these I had to really dig into the information. 
 
The WRC and WDC have not decided what level of notification this will get, so we don't have a
deadline for our response. So will put it onto the agenda for 18th meeting. 
 
I will also post something to facebook which is doing very well at stoking the rumour mill. 
 
Cheers David 
 

------------------------------------------------
Ohinewai Area Committee Member
Huntly Community Board Chairperson  
 
Helping Huntly become more Attractive 
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P: 027 558 4448 / E: davidwhyte.5th@gmail.com 

------------------------------------------------
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